2009-2010 SMART Teams
Qualification Phase

Task #1

Due: October 22, 2009

Visit the SMART Team website (http://cbm.msoe.edu/stupro/smart/index.html) and answer the following questions:

1. In order to host a SMART Team at your school, what is the title of the summer course that your teacher had to take?
2. Who are our HHMI partners and what are our partners doing?
3. Which page of the SMART Team website would you visit to learn about important news regarding the SMART Team program?
4. Which funding agency supports the local SMART Team program? (Remember to say thank you to the tax payers!!)
5. Which SMART Team modeled a protein that may be targeted for treating patients with elephantitis?

To answer the following questions, you may have to explore the CBM website (http://cbm.msoe.edu):

6. Which employee at the CBM has conquered the Zcorp machine?
7. At which school did Tim receive his doctoral degree?
8. How long can you borrow models from the Model Lending Library?
9. What does the acronym “PALM” mean?
10. What is the name of the event that the CBM has developed for the Science Olympiad?

Please note! These questions may appear again on the day of the qualification exam!

Email your abstract to Marisela Chevez at mchevez@scripps.edu no later than October 22, 2009.